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GHOST TOwn

after the war, in 1951, the government attempted to 
settle a group of Jewish immigrants from north africa 
in one of the newly deserted and confiscated Palestinian 
villages known as ein Hawd, located at the foot of mount 
Carmel, to the south of Haifa. Shortly after arriving, 
however, the Jewish immigrants fled. They claimed the 
village was haunted by demons (shedim, or jinn 1).  
even today, the Palestinians still living there tell stories 
of thousands of eyes watching in the dark from the sur-
rounding mountainside, of stones raining down from  
the sky, of sad songs that seemed to echo from funeral 
processions deep inside the mountain. according to the 
local Palestinians, the mountain vomited the settlers 
out and they left in fear,2 leaving the stone houses of ein 
Hawd behind.1

a belief in demons and a separate mystical world can be 
found in Judaism, which recognises shedim or spirits in 
various forms 4 and considers the relationship of these 
entities to human bodies or to space. 
 It is said that the shedim were created in the twi-
light on the eve of the Sabbath, in a liminal zone between 
profane and holy time. They continued to exist in liminal 
locations such as ruins,5 the inaccessible areas of build-
ings 6 and inland water holes, wells, ponds or springs.7 In 
some of these tales, the demons are conceived as “own-
ers” of the water source. demons may attack people at 
night, but tend to prefer those transitional periods when 
light turns to darkness, and vice versa —when time itself 
shifts from sacred to profane.

The shedim, or souls of the dead, can possess a body, an 
act also known as aslay,8 dibbuk 9 or za’ar.10 when pos-
sessed, a person may talk in the simplest possible pho-
nemes, in a guttural way distinct from their usual voice, 
as though they were speaking an unknown language.11, 12 
In such an episode, a person will have a different aware-
ness of the present and sometimes a magical ability to 
predict the future.13 The shedim can change the behav-
iour of the possessed over time. But when possession 
ends, the formerly possessed person will have partial or 
complete amnesia.
 The brief sojourn of the north africans was neither 
the first nor the last attempt by the new Israeli govern-

In 1948, Israel fought its war of Independ-
ence. One consequence was the destruction 
of more than 500 Palestinian villages and the 
creation of more than 1,000,000 Palestinian 
refugees. The new government of Israel 
then appropriated the land and property the 
refugees had left behind.

 1
according to Rabbi Louis Jacobs, demons 
are spiritual forces which God has unleashed 
in the world for purposes of his own, or 
as harmful psychological processes which 
take place in the human mind. demons are 
classified as supernatural beings that have 
the power to harm people. Jewish tradition 
has several terms to discuss demons of 
different sorts, and there are more stories 
about demons and demonic bedevilment 
than there seem to be about ghosts, though 
the definitions for these terms will change 
from one source to another, causing overlap 
and confusion.. The term mazzikin, for 
example, is used in some cases to talk about 
destructive spirits of the dead, but can also 
refer to destructive spirits in general. There 
are destructive creatures, known as shedim, 
which are also alternately called Lillin when 
they’re described as the descendants of the 
mythological figure Lilith. These demons are 
called “serpent-like” and are sometimes also 
depicted as human forms with wings. Then 
there are ruhot, formless spirits described in 
some stories as creatures one could bind into 
a living form and then force to speak prophe-
cy or perform a task for the binder. 

 2 
The phenomenon of demons is known in the 
north african community as iinn, or jnunn. 
The jinn (demon) can harm humans, and 
even kill them. They might throw stones at 
a person or try to terrify him, or take some 
other action in the real world. a man could 
be alone, in a deserted place, and rock come 
out of nowhere to hit him, or there’d be 
noises like voices or the rustling sound of a 
tree to make him feel distressed and scared. 
a jinn may also enter the body of a human, 
either out of love or the intent to hurt, or 
some other reason. 

  3
Ifritah are a class of infernal jinn, spirits 
below the level of angels and devils, noted 
for their strength and cunning. an ifrit is an 
enormous winged creature of smoke, female, 
which lives underground and frequents 
ruins. Ifrits live in a society structured 
along ancient arab tribal lines, complete 
with kings, tribes, and clans. while ordinary 
weapons and forces have no power over 
them, they are susceptible to magic, which 
humans can use to kill them or to capture 
and enslave them. an ifrit may be either a 
believer or an unbeliever, good or evil, but 
he is most often depicted as a wicked and 
ruthless being. The ifrit of the jinn means 
“rebellious.” The word subsequently came 
to refer to an entire class of formidable, 
rebellious beings.

 4
R. Jose says, I was once travelling on the 
road, and I entered into one of the ruins of 
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ment to make use of the recently emptied ein Hawd. 
From 1948 to 1953, the stone houses of the village were 
their own liminal zone, in transition from one world to 
another, a town of temporary inhabitants. 

First, the Israeli army used ein Hawd as a place for 
combat training in a built-up area, severely damaging the 
buildings through the employment of live ammunition. 
The north african immigrants came next — and quickly 
left. Third to arrive was a group of orthodox Jews, them-
selves displaced from the moshav Gush etzion in 1948 
when it became Jordanian territory. They temporarily 
settled in ein Hawd until construction began in their 
new village, nir etzion, on former agricultural land a 
few hundred metres north-east of ein Hawd. when their 
kibbutz was ready, the orthodox Jews abandoned the old 
stone houses of ein Hawd for their new concrete homes, 
leaving ein Hawd empty again, and more dilapidated 
than ever.
 The fourth and final transformation came in 1953. 
art, or more precisely a dada artist, intervened.

a STRanGeR COmeS TO THe VILLaGe

“Yes, in my opinion Ein Hod is a Dadaist act, in par-
ticular in Israel...” marcel Janco 14

marcel Janco arrived at ein Hawd in may 1953. He 
would later say that as he approached, he heard the 
sound of the army blowing up buildings to remove hiding 
places for saboteurs.15, 16 at the time, Janco was a govern-
ment employee, surveying Israel’s landscape for parks 
and open spaces. He was also a dada artist, one of the 
founders of Zurich’s Cabaret Voltaire during world war 
I, best known for the masks he created for the cabaret’s 
performances. 
 after the war, Janco returned to his native Romania, 
where he worked as both an artist and architect, design-
ing buildings in modern and functionalist styles. He did 
not leave Romania until January 1941, after witnessing 
the Bucharest pogrom publicly torture and slaughter ap-
proximately 125 Jews. He reached Palestine in February, 
seeking safety and a place to create a new world.17

 Janco made remarkable contributions to a rising new 
society. His fame as a pioneering dada artist helped to 

Jerusalem in order to pray. elijah of blessed 
memory appeared and waited for me at 
the door till I finished my prayer. after I 
finished my prayer, he said to me: Peace be 
with you, my master! and I replied: Peace 
be with you, my master and teacher! and he 
said to me: my son, why did you go into this 
ruin? I replied: To pray. He said to me: you 
ought to have prayed on the road. I replied: 
I feared lest passers-by might interrupt 
me. He said to me: you ought to have said 
an abbreviated prayer. Thus I then learned 
from him three things: One must not go into 
a ruin; one may say the prayer on the road; 
and if one does say his prayer on the road, 
he recites an abbreviated prayer. He further 
said to me: my son, what sound did you 
hear in this ruin? I replied: I heard a divine 
voice, cooing like a dove, and saying: woe 
to the children, on account of whose sins I 
destroyed my house and burnt my temple 
and exiled them among the nations of the 
world! Source: BT Berakoth 3a

 5 
BT Hulin 105a

 6
He who lets blood without washing his 
hands will be afraid seven days. He who 
trims his hair and does not wash his hands 
will be afraid three days. He who pares 
his nails and does not wash his hands will 
be afraid one day without knowing what 
affrights him. One’s hand to one’s nostrils is 
a step to fear; [putting] one’s hand to one’s 
forehead is a step to sleep. It was taught: 
If food and drink [are kept] under the bed, 
even if they are covered in iron vessels, 
an evil spirit rests upon them. Our Rabbis 
taught: a man must not drink water either 
on the nights of the fourth days [wednes-
days] or on the nights of Sabbath,1 and if 
he does drink, his blood is on his own head, 
because of the danger. what is the danger? 
an evil spirit.
 Our Rabbis taught: a man should not 
drink water from rivers or pools at night, 
and if he drinks, his blood is on his own head, 
because of the danger. what is the danger? 
The danger of blindness. 4 But if he is 
thirsty, what is his remedy? If a man is with 
him he should say to him, ‘So-and-so the son 
of So-and-so, I am thirsty for water.’ But if 
not, let him say to himself, ‘O So-and-so, 5 
my mother told me, “Beware of shabrire”: 
Shabrire, berire, rire, ire re, 6 I am thirsty 
for water in a white glass.’  
Source: BT Pesahim 112a

 7
a person (usually a woman) possessed by 
a jinn can suddenly fall into hysteria and 
manifest paranormal behaviour, including 
speaking in a voice other than her own and 
episodes of contractions and seizures, and 
abnormal strength. 

 8
Dibbuk is the belief that the spirits of the 
dead can possess a living body. It was a com-
mon belief among eastern european Jews.
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Plan depicting a chapel in Tunis: note how bad spirits are curtained off to the right

demons and jinns as portrayed in Islamic manuscripts

Dancers, a drawing by marcel Janco, 1930

14

Cabaret Voltaire, 1917 Stills from The Dybbuk (or, Between Two Worlds)  
a film by S. anski, 1938

emmy Hennings with a dada Puppet, 1917
(note 11)

Cabaret Voltaire, costume by marcel Janco

The dadaists maintained that whatever had been forgotten 
could be remembered. They realised that the language every-
one knew how to speak was capable of forming only those 
truths they didn’t want to hear. They didn’t know what they 
wanted to hear, so they made abstract sounds called “medieval 
bruitism”, “noise with imitative effect”, a simultaneous poem, 
all the acts appearing at the same time. It meant wails, the 
bass drum, glissandos, primitive harmonies, cries of pain and 
hilarity; if the dadaists did not replace god, they replaced 
themselves.
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a view of ein Hawd, 1950

Combat in Palestinian inhabited areas, images from Israel’s war of Independence, 1948
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Screen shots of ein Hod first years from The Spielberg Jewish Film archive 
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meeTInG mUHammad

I first met muhammad abu el-Hayja during my archi-
tectural studies at the Technion — Israel Institute of 
Technology in Haifa. 
 at a certain moment in my studies, I realised that 
architecture and design had a fundamental role in creat-
ing Israel. I decided to research the connection further, 
and instead of designing buildings, I started illustrating 
the emergence of Israel that paralleled the disappear-
ance of Palestine. 

Part of my research identified the architectural tools 
used by Israeli policymakers to facilitate this transfor-
mation, and classified the typologies of the Israeli set-
tlements created. For example, kibbutzim were mostly 
placed along the country’s borders in order to serve as 
a human buffer, a “living wall”; community settlements 
were placed in order to tip the regional demographic 
balance from an arab/Palestinian majority to an  
Israeli/Jewish one; hilltops were occupied by “mitzpim” 
(outposts) that dominated the landscape; the siting of  
“individual farms” accomplished the occasional land 
grabs, and so on. 
 next to that, I also classified types of Palestinian 
localities, such as demolished towns, existing towns, ap-
propriated towns and refugee camps. One type of locality 
seldom mentioned was the unrecognised (Palestinian) 
village. Such villages seldom appeared in documents  
and were not to be found on maps. I continued looking  
for more information about the hidden villages, and  
discovered that near my home in Haifa there was an 
nGO called the association of Forty that advocated for 
these villages.
 One day I simply knocked on the door of the associ-
ation. I wanted to know if they could tell me more about 
the unrecognised villages and how they had come into be-
ing, and whether they could help me map these communi-
ties. I wanted to add them to the characteristic localities 
of arabs/Palestinians living in Israel. This is how I came 
to meet muhammad, the founder of the association of 
Forty. He answered the door and my questions, surpris-
ing me with his optimism and charm while simultaneous-
ly explaining one of the most depressing sets of physical 
and psychological living conditions that a modern state 
has succeeded in creating.
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Salad of grains

Vegetable salad

Homemade pickles

eggplant and tahini

Manasef (a local lamb dish)

Tabbouleh

Homemade hummus

Hibiza, a wild herb from the mountain

Lamb
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Beehives, ein Hawd, 2007

a house under construction, ein Hawd, 2007
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 Still, I did not want to simply refer to the experi-
ments of Janco, Ball and other artists. Instead, I wanted 
to show (as they showed) that art could visualise political 
change in a short time. architecture is a slow profession 
while activism is fast, and the link between an architec-
tural drawing and the reality it envisages can be bridged 
through art. an entire community can engage with a 
1:1 scale installation that brings a drawing, an idea, an 
assumption, and a space to life.
 In order to execute these plans I needed to set up 
an office. I started a foundation, calling it FaST: the 
Foundation for achieving Seamless Territory.

PRaGmaTISm, nOT JUSTICe

The villagers of ein Hawd needed their own masterplan, 
one that would better provide for their living needs, 
in order to replace the governmental one. But during 
our discussions muhammad always insisted on framing 
the process as an expansion of the existing plan rather 
than the creation of a new one. He was being pragmatic. 
Legally, expanding or amending a plan is much easier 
and more feasible than requesting a new one, as that 
would imply restarting the process. Like muhammad, 
my goal for my project was always to be completely 
pragmatic. 
 For a rational person who would like to believe in 
an international community capable of protecting the 
vulnerable and correcting wrongdoing, as well as in an 
international law that articulates basic human and civil 
rights, the solution for ein Hawd’s problems would be to 
do justice rather than to merely create a better master-
plan for the villagers. I believe that: 

1.  The villagers should have the right to have their 
 property returned to them, simply because it 
 belongs to them.
2. where their property cannot be returned, the
 villagers should be properly compensated either  
 with money or alternative property.
3. The current artists of ein Hod should be compen- 
 sated by the Israeli government to leave the village
  to its original inhabitants, who should also be 
 compensated for the entire time they spent living 
 as refugees.

TImeLIne
Key events in the history of ein Hawd

 1948
The establishment of the State of Israel.
The war of Independence.
more than 500 Palestinian villages are 
destroyed or cleared.

 1949
The village of ein Hawd is confiscated
and cleared by the Israeli military.
Of the 900 villagers, only 35 (the abu 
el-Hayja family) remain — they settle one 
kilometer away from their village.

 1951
The confiscated Palestinian village  
(ein Hawd) is transformed into (ein Hod),  
a Jewish artists’ colony led by the dada 
artist marcel Janko.
The abu el-Hayja family family decides 
to build a new village in their hiding place 
naming it after the old one: ein Hawd.

 1964
ein Hawd is fenced with barbed wire, with 
no opening to allow people to enter or to 
leave. The landscape is transformed: olive 
and fruit trees are replaced by pine trees 
that suck the land dry and render it infertile.

 1965
ein Hawd is declared as agriculture land, 
meaning the homes need to be demolished.

 1971
The Park Hacarmel Law declared  
ein Hawd’s lands a national Park.
The village and its surroundings are  
declared a military zone.
The village and its surroundings are  
declared an archeological area.

 1975
The Black Goat Law is introduced, prohib-
iting raising goats in the national parks to 
protect the trees (the black goat was the 
main source of living for the Palestinians).

 1986
The establishment of the action Committee 
for the Recognition of ein Hawd, to fight 
for rights to services, braving the threats 
of demolition and eviction. The leaders of 
ein Hawd discover that the problem of ein 
Hawd is not unique and that there are more 
then 80 Palestinian villages which are not 
recognised by the State and under demoli-
tion threat.

 1992
The Israeli government decided to legalise 
four villages, one of them ein Hawd.

 1995
The first official proposal for ein Hawd 
masterplan. a new right-wing government 
comes into power (after the assassination 
of yitzhak Rabin) and decides to freeze the 
recognition process.
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a view of ein Hawd, 1950

Combat in Palestinian inhabited areas, images from Israel’s war of Independence, 1948
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land-uSe

existing built area: 67.439

resort: 15.001

market: 2.841

roads, paths, parking: 22.34

future built area: 68.001

Public building: 1.24

education: school, daycare, 
library, archive etc.: 12

Cemetery: 0.564

Open theatre: 0.532

Open public area: 22.61

Terraces renovation: 69.164

area for the growth of 
aromatic herbs: 83.313

10 dunamScale:
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roads
agriculture

Open public area

irrigated & Plantation: 
1,503 dunam

area planted olive trees: 
845 dunam

Planted wheat & Cereal: 
4,422 dunam

Cultivable: 
5,925 dunam

Built area: 50 dunam

Private land
6,656 dunams

Public land
5,949 dunams

draft masterplans 
by the appointed 
government 
architect on 170 
dunam of lands

80 dunam 
masterplan 
approved by the 
government

faST plan on 
180 dunam land 
plus agricultural 
cultivation of the 
national park

12,605
 dunam

12,381 
dunam

Open area Built area

land use

land ownership private/public

ein Hawd’s property and lands con-
fiscated by The State of israel and the 
population displaced

Built area

1970 1980 19901910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 2000 20101900

1970 1980 19901910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 2000 20101900

1970 1980 19901910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 2000 20101900

land uSe and OwnerSHiP

Transformation of land ownership over time

non-Cultivable: 6,630 dunam

100 dunamScale:



 7710 dunams

area COmPariSOn

government plan faST plan landscapingScale:
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PragmaTiSm, nOT JuSTiCe
in 2004, the ministry of interior affairs aproved two masterplans: one for the recognition of 
ein Hawd and one for the expansion of ein Hod. The 250 ein Hawd villagers received an area of 
80 dunams, of which 13 were designated a military firing zone. The 350 inhabitants of ein Hod 
received 1,242 dunams.

ein Hawd: 80 dunams

ein Hawd: 170 dunams

350 inhabitants

ein Hodein Hawd

250 inhabitants

ein Hod: 1,242 dunams

100 dunamsScale:

 94
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500 dunams on the Moon by rachel leah Jones on display in the golden Heart Pavilion

Kids playing around women watching a magic show

Kids and parents watching the magic showdiscussing art, architecture and activism 
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Platform Paradise

1. Waterloo sUNset PaVillioN
 dan Graham

2. GoldeN Heart
 f.a.s.t

3. aPPearaNCes
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4. to marKet, tHe marKet
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 sharif Waked
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 Yona friedman
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Platform Paradise

maurizio Bortolotti and malkit shoshan tomás saraceno and Berend strik

Berend strik and alberto Pesavento
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Platform Paradise
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YoNa friedmaN
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ali Kazma
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BereNd striK & NasriN aBU el-HaYJa 
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deciding on the location for the 
garden.

Kids of ein Hawd checking out the 
making of the garden.

13 AUGUst 2008  MAP OFFIce, nOGA InBAR, GARdneR

GARden, GARdenInG, GARdeneRs
 
 
“We are seeding the territory of this village. 
We are planting chinese seeds and cultivating 
them, preparing the land and planting main-
ly vegetables for the inhabitants to eat. We 
explored and selected ten different spots for 
gardens of one square meter each. In three 
weeks, it will be possible to eat these vege-
tables. We thought to plant a third landscape 
in Palestine: papaya, cucumber, and okra.

We didn’t find any problem in this village. 
You see a community that is living in peace 
and is developing. the kids are energetic and 
happy, enjoying life. the parents do their 
routines, some work here, some work outside. 
I don’t see anything exceptional about it. It 
looks like a normal village. environmentally, 
we don’t know. But you see the human touch, 
discovering many details in the way the space 
is organised, a little playground here, a lit-
tle there. the political discourse around the 
project — we didn’t know this story. You have 
two communities, they know each other for a 
long time, now, and they argue, they are in a 
war, they are against each other.

It doesn’t seem like there is antagonism here.

Our idea is if you have two people, two com-
munities, that creates animosity, then you 
call in an exterior element, for instance, the 
chinese, so the two that know each other very 
well will probably find a compromise to fight 
the third one. the idea of bringing chinese 
seed is to address a compromise, maybe the 
Israelis and the Palestinians will say about 
the chinese: ‘Oh maybe this is the one that is 
colonising our land, this is the one that we 
need to fight against…’”
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al dresses and embroidery. every Palestinian 
woman has a dress like this at home. One of 
the elements in the dress is a long strip. 

together with Berend, we cut it out and are 
redesigning it. We will reconstruct it and em-
broider it back onto the dress. We will exhib-
it it together with three more embroidered art 
works.”
 

3 sePteMBeR 2008 GIAnlUIGI RIcUPeRAtI, sAlMAn nAtOUR

dReAMs

GIAnlUIGI RIcUPeRAtI You have written about 
25 fiction books and I would like to start 
this conversation with one of them. It’s in-
teresting because it will be published next 
month in Italy, my own country. It is called 
Memoria - memory – and it tells the story of 
1948’s aftermath, the shock after the tragedy 
of uprooting people from so many places. It is 
a story of places, and of people removed from 
places, and how places become invisible. It’s 
an interesting starting point as it also re-
counts the story of ein Hawd. Maybe for the 
people who might read or hear this conversa-
tion. can you tell the story of ein Hawd from 
your point of view?

sAlMAn nAtOUR the story of ein Hawd began be-
fore I was born, in my house. In the house 
of my grandfather. Because the family of Abu 
el-Hayja lived in our house for three years 
after they transferred from their original 
village, ein Hawd. 
 I was born in 1949 and in our house I re-
member two grandfathers and two grandmothers, 
many uncles, many children. After the war, 
they came back here and we stayed in touch. As 
a child, we came to this space. We looked at 
the kibbutz and at the houses in the original 
village. they lived here in very small rooms 
in the beginning and I could not understand 

Every story about a human being is 
a story that relates to a place.



Village documents a unique encounter between two creative communities: 
a village of forcibly displaced people on the one hand, and a group of artists, 
designers and architects on the other. The context is the village of Ein Hawd, an 
(until recently) ‘unrecognised’ Palestinian village in Israel. It lies within viewing 
distance of the inhabitants’ former village, now an Israeli artist community: Ein 
Hod, founded by the Dada artist, Marcel Janco.

In the summer of 2008, a group of over 20 artists and architects arrived in Ein 
Hawd. They included Petra Blaisse, Matthijs Bouw, Yona Friedman, Dan Graham, 
Joseph Grima, Ali Kazma, MAP Office , Multiplicity, Tomás Saraceno and Museo 
Aerosolar, Debra Solomon, Berend Strik and Sharif Waked. They submerged 
themselves in the village’s daily life, boarding with Ein Hawd families for several 
weeks. During this time, the artists, architects and villagers produced wonderful 
projects and shared intimate conversations — and disagreements. They reflected 
on their work, on the local context, and on life. The extreme conditions blurred 
boundaries: architects practiced activism, villagers made art works, artists made 
architecture and the other way around.

This account of that process, by architect Malkit Shoshan and art curator Maurizio 
Bortolotti, is divided into four parts. One Land Two Systems describes the role of 
art and architecture in the emergence of Israel and the disappearance of Palestine. 
It uses similar architectural tools to create an alternative vision, a masterplan for 
the future of the village and its first community centre. Platform Paradise describes 
a group show that mirrors the use of art to create a new spatial identity, while 
bringing together the local small community with a variety of international and 
global prospective. Incidents presents a series of stories, conversations, formal 
talks, complaints, gossip, a wedding, and other moments of daily life. The last part 
is a Lexicon that provides additional context to the stories in the book.

This book portrays the extraordinary relationship between culture and history, art 
and architecture, and suggests how together they may lead to change.




